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REVERSE APPLIQUÉ

1. Cut background fabric into a square, an inch wider and an inch taller than the 
desired block size.

2. Mark the center of each square by folding in half lengthwise and widthwise and 
pressing along the folds.  

3. Select a template for your circles; you can trace a household object such as a 
bowl or plate.

4. Cut background fabric into a square; the square should be at least 1-inch wider 
and 1-inch taller than the circle template.  This piece of fabric will be referred to 
as your facing fabric.

5. Place background fabric on your work surface with the right side up.  Place a 
square of facing fabric directly on top of it, centered, with the right side down.  

6. Place the circle template on the fabrics, centering it.  

7. Use the fabric marker to trace the edges of the plate onto the facing fabric. 
Tape or pin the fabrics together.

8. Machine stitch along the marker line, overlapping by a few stitches at the 
beginning and end of the circle. Use a slightly smaller stitch length than normal.

9. Cut out the center of your circle, about a ½” from the stitched line.  Use your 
scissors to notch the along the inside of the circle to within a thread or two of the 
stitched circle.

10.  Turn the block right side out by taking the edges of the facing fabric and putting 
them through the hole at the center of the block.   Press your block.

11. Prepare the fabric/patchwork that will be seen through the hole.  Working from 
the back of the block, pin or tape the fabric in place.  Check it from the front 
before sewing.

12. Leaving long thread tails at the beginning and end of your stitching, working 
from the front of your block, top-stitch around the edge of the circle. Start and 
end in almost the same spot, stopping one stitch short.  Use a hand-needle to 
finish the stitching, pulling all threads to the back of the block.  Knot them to 
secure. 

13. Cut away excess fabric from the back of the block, leaving at least 1/4 inch 
seam allowance.  Varying where you cut fabrics will help the quilt to lay flat.

14. Trim the block to the desired block size, keeping the hole centered. 
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My blog/website: rossiecrafts.com

My Instagram: rossiecrafts

My patterns: r0ssie.etsy.com

The Appliqué Book by Casey York (includes two quilts by Rossie)

NORTHCOTT SOLIDS USED

751 Robin’s Egg

10 Snow

910 Glacier

783 Pam

731 Celadon

381 Bittersweet

620 Capri

141 Hemp

brothersews.com
northcott.com


BROTHER PQ1500SLPRW 
HIGH SPEED STRAIGHT STITCH SEWING MACHINE

High Speed Straight Stitch Sewing Machine

The PQ1500SLPRW is a dream machine that belongs in the sewing room of every serious quilter and seamstress. It is a high-
speed straight stitching machine, sewing up to 1,500 stitches per minute! The PQ1500SLPRW offers an adjustable pin feed 
mechanism, 4 feed dog settings for maximum fabric control, a knee lifter and bed extension table for quilting, full range foot 
pressure adjustment and an automatic thread cutter with F.A.S.T. needle threader - a time saving convenience.

BROTHER PQ1500SLPRW

• Up to 1500 stitches per minute

• 4 Feed Dog height adjustments

• Built-in knee lifter to easily raise 
and lower the presser foot, so your 
hands are free to re-position or 
remove your fabric

• Extra-large extension table

• Automatic thread cutter button

• Convenient thread tension dial

• Pin Feed Mechanism allows you to 
exchange the use of the feed dogs 
for a single pin that cleanly extends 
from beneath the machine, moving 
all layers of your quilt together or 
moves a delicate velvet without 
leaving feed dog marks in the nap

• Available at your local Brother dealer

http://www.brother-usa.com/Homesewing/ModelDetail.aspx?ProductID=PQ1500SLPRW
http://brothersews.com
http://brothersews.com
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